Tennis Match Results
Liberty vs Virginia Tech
02/09/20 at Blacksburg, Va.
(Burrows-Burleson Tennis Center)

Liberty 4, Virginia Tech 3

**Singles competition**
1. #120 Mitch Harper (VT) def. Nicaise Muamba (LIBERTYM) 7-5, 6-3
2. Josh Wilson (LIBERTYM) def. Alex Ribeiro (VT) 4-6, 6-2, 6-4
3. Carlo Donato (VT) def. Chase Burton (LIBERTYM) 6-2, 6-1
4. Goncalo Ferreira (LIBERTYM) def. Matthys Ross (VT) 7-6 (7-5), 6-4
5. R. Marques Da Silva (LIBERTYM) def. Chase Bernstine (VT) 6-2, 3-6, 6-3
6. Deji Thomas-Smith (LIBERTYM) def. Ryan Kros (VT) 6-4, 6-4

**Doubles competition**
1. Henrik Korsgaard/Alex Ribeiro (VT) def. Nicaise Muamba/Steve Mundt (LIBERTYM) 7-5
2. Mitch Harper/Carlo Donato (VT) def. Goncalo Ferreira/Josh Wilson (LIBERTYM) 7-6 (7-1)
3. Ian Sturgill/Deji Thomas-Smith (LIBERTYM) def. Ryan Kros/Matthis Ross (VT) 7-5

Match Notes:
Liberty 4-2
Virginia Tech 3-3
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (3,6,1,4,5,2)